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THE COUETY HIGH SCHOOL 
Chapter I
THE COHNTT AS A UEIT OF SCHOOL AMÎIinCSTRATIOE
Im the ÜAited States» soheels amd the meass ef eduoatlea arese as a dis tine tly cemnranity na* dertaking» and not as a state system. Through a long period of OTOlution there has arisen a mark* ed dlfferenoe in organization, support, and admin­istration in Tarions states. There are three pre- Tailing types, 1. the district; 2. the town or township; and 3. the county system which is the subject of this chapter. line first of these is considered by many school men as one of the unde­sirable features in modern educational administra­tion. First by reason of the absence of a central controlling power, and the responsibility conse­quent to such power; in many eases school houses are mere sheds; equipments are of makeshift char-» acter, and in many instances school terms are of so brief duration that the forgetting period is longer than the learning per^oa» dhe selection of teachers is in the n an^ or men, who howeyer sincere and interested in the progress of the school children, have only a limited conception of what a teacher should be, and do not regard tenure as a factor in retaining the services of really competent teachers, when once they have been secured. The township system which is only a modified form of the district system, is superior to the district as it secures a more centralized management, insures larger taxing area, and con­sequently larger resources; more economical ex­penditure of funds, and a larger degree of effic­iency. Where carried to the highest point of ef­ficiency there will be but one township board of education, a central or township high school, and as many primary and grammar schools as are needed in the different parts of the township all under competent supervision, and financially adminis­tered to the maximum of efficiency.
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The trustees are more apt to he men of a higbi die— gree of Intelligence» and heoause of the larger In­terests involTTod» the people are likely to he more careful In the selection of their trustees* The tnustees are more likely to he men of huslness and professional type, who have an understanding of the financial Importance of their trust, and who recog­nize the need of competent supervision*
The county unit originated In the states south of Mason and Dlzon*s line * The district system which originated In Massachusetts, and spread where­ver Massachusetts culture became dominant, was la— adeq.uate in the South where the plantations were extensive, the homes of the people were far apart, and where rural conditions were wholly different from what they were In Uew England*
Plantations were often as large as whole dis­
tricts In Massaohusdtts, and because of this fact many of the children were educated in the homes, by governesses and tutors, and when they had reached 
college age, and were ready for higher education, they were either sent to the college towns, or were sent abroad to finish their education* The poor 
whites were of little moment in the educational plans of the early South, and education for the ne­gro was not countenanoed* When slavery was abol­ished, and the Industrial expansion of the South be­gan, and population increased, the county system was adopted generally throughout the South. The powers of the County Board of Education, as it came to be called, were gradually increased* They were freed from political dictation and interference, and with the county Superintendent, they were able to Initiate educational policies, and carry them In­to effect, and to approve or disapprove educational legislation* By uniting rural communities Into one system It has become possible to provide expert pro­fessional supervision for each community, where such was Impossible under other conditions* The benefits heretofore enjoyed only by the city child have been extended to rural children, and the efficient organ­ization of the city system has been extended to the country communities *
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Uniformity has been secured in textbooks^ courses of study^ and salary schedules, and every rural community has a nine months term of school» Better and more abundant school supplies have been bought, and more liberally distributed. Politics has been practically eliminated, and there has been a great improvement in supervision and con­trol. Petty neighborhood differences have been eliminated, and educational ineaualities have been practically wiped out.
2he State of Maryland is often spoken of as having the best and most comprehensive educational law in the United States. The county is made the administrative unit* The more important features of the law are as follows :
1* State school funds are distributed to each county on the basis of average attendance.2. The county board of education has power to compel oounty authorities to levy to the maximum on each hundred dollars of taxable property.2. Attendance is compulsory for all children from T to 16 years inclusive.4. Certification of teachers is by uniform ex­amination, and certificates are issued by the State Sup erintendent.5. A school census is taken annually.6. Provisiion is made for adeq.uate forces for school supervision.7. Minimum school term of nine months is pro­vided. .8. Minimum salaries for teachers, and minimum qualifications for teachers are prescribed.9. The state regulates courses of study; ap­proves high schools; approves and regulates plans and improvements, for all buildings.10* Provision is made for county budgets.
Under this law the county superintendent must be a college graduate; must have preparation in Sup­ervision and Administration in the Graduate School of some Reeoghlzed University, and can be appointed only after having received, a certificate from the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
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4.
ire must de-rote tils whole time to the duties of his office» and see to It, that the school laws, the by-laws and pollclea of the State Board of Educat­ion, and the rules and regulations of the County Board of Education are carried Into effect.
He must visit all schools several times a year, and supervise and direct the work of the schools either in person, or t h r o u ^  duly appointed super­visors*
He must organize and dlrec-t teacher training classes and conferences; local institutes for teach­
ers and citizens; and take an interest in all move­ments for the educational betterment of the oounty*
He has direct control over the whole county 
system, issues certificates to teach and supervises passes on all building plans, interprets the school law^ and Is the court of final appeal in cases of 
disputed administration*
"^The little district unit is tenaciously clung 
to by the rural people of many of our states, and largely because they remember its early advantages and are blind to its present defects* As a unit for school organization and maintenance the dis­trict system has been condemned by educators for fifty years, and the educational conditions exist­ing in any state today, so far as they relate to rural and village education are in large part to be detremined, by how far the State has prodeeded along the line of curtailing the powers of the dis­trict school officials. and transferring their fun­ctions to oounty and s-bate educational authorities or of entirely abandoning the district system of school organization and administration." In his opinion the district system is no longer so well adapted to meet present and future educational needs, as are other units of larger scope, for dis— triot-sohool authorities are usually short sighted and often fail to see the real needs of the schools under their control*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5.
Ke argues that the district unit is too small to meet the requirements of modern school conditions * and that it is almost impossiîîle to secure co-oper­ation from the trustees of a number of adjacent districts, for a larger and better school.*
Other arguments generally advanced in educat­ional literature are:
"The district system is short sighted; inef­ficient; expensive, penurious, and unprogressive, and multiplies the number of small inefficient and poorly equipped schools. He says, "It leads to marked inequalities in schools, terms, and educ­ational advantages, and it stands today as the most serious obstacle in the way of the consolid­ation of rural schools* Moat of the progress that has been made in the past two decades, has been made without the support, and often against the opposition of the district school trustees, and the people whom they represent." **
In 1917 the Superintendent of Public Instrue- tick of Montana was instrumental in securing the passage of an optional county unit law in Mont­ana, and while the law was adopted in only three counties of the state, it is probable that in time some form of county unit law will be statewide, and its benefits will be so notable that people will wonder how they could have been contented with the old order of things so long. The Biennial Re­port of The Superintendent of Public Instruction for Montana, among other things, shows in a graph­ic way the inequalities in educational opportun­ities in Montana, which is one of the great evils of the district system, and which would be allev­iated under the co^ty unit plan. There is often a great variation in taxable valuations in the same county, due ta the development of natural re­sources in that area, such as metal mines, coal mines, water power, oil wells, railroads, factor- 
* Cuoberly, E. P. Public School Administrâtion,p.50
** Ibid. page 52.
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6.
les, telephone and telegraph, lines, etc. Wealth tends also to concentrate In towns and oitles, so that Inecinalltles in the resources of rur&l and urhan communities in the same oounty are very of­
ten exceedingly pronounced#*
The wealth behind each dhild in the 1923 cen­sus, ranges from $7298 in Meagher county, to $1127 in Lake County# The same report has on page 21, Table VT# a showing of the wealth behind each tea­cher employed varying from $127,372 in Silver Bow County, a mining town to $40,000 In Richland County a purely agricultural county# County Unit cannot remedy educational ineq.ualities between counties#The adoption of the State as the administrative unit is the only remedy for such a condition, and then it is not probable that the condition will be entirely removed# Xneq.uality of, district valuations iâ eqiually marked, for example in Mineral county, where the valuation of District Ho* 1 is given as $27,524 per child, while in District #12, shows a valuation of $25,610 per child, and in District #51 of the same county the valuation is only $927 per child# Table XXIX p 31 of the same report shows that 99 districts had no special levy, while 8 districts had a special levy exceeding 50 mills y Table XXX p> 37 of the same report shows that there were 283 schools that were not opened at all be­cause of lack of funds to support them; six schools were in session 20 days or less; eleven were in ses­sion 21 to 40 days; fifty for 41 to 60 days; eighty seven schools were in session 61 to 80 days, and sixty schools had from 81 to 100 days of school#In all, 503 schools in Montana either had no school session at all, or had terras of five months or less# This is about 18 per cent of all the schools in the state, or slightly less than one fifth of the whole number# **
* Eighteenth Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of Montana# 1924** Ibid# Table V, Page 17#
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The same ineq.ualitie3 exist where the town­ship ia the unit, as is shown by Burris in a re­port on the township system in Indiana where real estate has a tax rate from .15 to $1.57 per thous­and dollars. It would seem that the tendency is for these inequalities to increase rather than to decrease, and It is eirident that a better taxing unit than the district or the township must he found, if these inequalities are to he eliminated. The county unit it is believed solves this prob­lem. Superintendent Burris well says: "The needof public education is not so much a matter of local concern, as it is of general concern. The cost of maintaining the schools should be borne by the county and the State, so that all the schools may be uniformly good, and property bear a tax assessed on a more equitable basis. To follow as a system of taxation, any unit smaller than the county will result in the impoverish­ment of some schools though the local tax rate may be high. It cannot be otherwise.
"Equal educational opportunities cannot be maintained without an approximate equalization of school costa, and the means of providing ad­equate funds for all schools." The adoption of the county unit of school organization and admin­istration will equalize the school tax rates be­tween districts, will equalize the proportion of local School funds borne by each class of tax­able property, and will most important of all, more nearly equalize school opportunities." *
It is just as important to spend money to the best possible advantage as to save it. Economy would result in school expenditures if schools could be so located as to serve the largest number to the greatest advantage. It has been found most economical to transport pupils to a large central
Burris - H.E.A. Proceedings 1923, p. 790.
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3.
oommunity school, and to stop the waste incident to maintaining a numher of small district schools *This is one of the strong arguments for the consol­idation of rural schools* It costs just as much to maintain the rural school, and even more, where teaching is of necessity poorer, housing conditions are not so good, and the achievements of rural pup­ils are inferior to those of pupils in consolidated or town schools* The net saving on fuel supplies equipment, etc*, are much greater than is general­ly supposed, and the incentive of competition in larger groups is conducive to a better quality of scholarship* It has been shown that the per cap­ita cost, other things considered, is less and the teaching force adequate and competent and the best available supervision is provided assuming the County Board has power to consolidate* Under the district system as at present organized adequate supervision is one great lack in the rural schools, for it is seldom that a county superintendent can make more than one visit to a rural school in the course of the school term*
The three main sources of school support in Montana in 1923 were; State support 6*6 $$-County Support 19*l^-and district support about 71.2*^*
The sources of district revenue are :
1* Income from state permanent fund, leases of state lands *2* Apportionment of 6 mill oounty levy, on census basis*3* Special district levy on all taxable prop­erty* Valuation in 1923 varies from $179 per child to $90,000 per child, of taxable property* Terms varied from less than four months, to nine months, with no educational opportunities for some* Lev­ies in 1923 varied from 0 to 64= mills , and some of the most heavily taxes districts had only four months of school* As already noted the county unit law was passed In 1917, but the law was optional, 
and subject to vote of the districts before adop­tion*
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9.
If the vote was favorable the county was divided into five large districts by the oounty commission­ers for the purpose of appointing five county board members. ™here must be elected from each group- distriot one trustee. Subdistrict trustees must submit the annual budget to the oounty trustees, who determined a uniform levy for all third class districts. The county board apportioned the funds according to the budgets of the sub-districts. The local board elected the teachers, issued warrants, erected buildings, and purchased supplies. They presented their budgets to the oounty board, and not to the oounty commissioners. The county board might raise or lower the amount of the budget, and thus control expenditures. In the counties where the plan has been in operation, the books showed a surplus over expenses. Opposition was from self seekers only. Cascade oounty adopted the plan In 1917* In the last year under the old plan, there were 2022 children enrolled in the rural schools, and of these one fourth received six months or less of schooling, while 167 children had no school­ing at all. Under the new plan, every district had nine months of school, and #6000 was saved above expenses. Choteau and Carbon counties subsequently adopted the plan with marked beneficial results but later abandoned it. Individuals and corporat­ions whose taxes were increased agreed in the fair­ness of the plan of distributing the funds where needed. As a result of the new plan, eighth grade examinations were given where they had never been given before, and many two and three pupil schools were combined with larger schools.*
Longer terms were assured, and more competent teachers were secured.
TWO great benefits resulting were, equalization of tax burdens, and equalization of educational op­
portunities *
* Trump er May - U.E.A. Proceedings, 1923:
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lEhe amended, law of 1925 divides the oounty into four districts instead of five. The County Super­intendent of Schools^ the County Treasurer and Chairman of the Board of County Commissioners are ex-office members. The County Board of Education under the revised law make up a budget from the budgets submitted from each of the four districts in the county, which becomes the official budget. Expenditures by any district in excess of the a- mount allotted in this budget, will be deducted from the allotment of that district the ensuing year. The county commissioners are not qualified to pass on educational needs, and it is important that the county board of education should be qual­ified to pass on budgets, to regulate expenditure, and to distribute the funds most equitably. The county unit plan will give many pupils an elemen­tary education, that might otherwise be deprived of it, thus raising the standard of intelligence and citizenship. Thinking ditizens should study and promote the plan for the common good.
(Cubberly, E.P,-Public School Admin­istrât ion— pp 449 . )
County Unit as approved by leading authorities on school administration.
General Control:The consolidation for purposes of administration, of all schools in a oounty, outside of cities having a city superintendent of schools, into one oounty school district.2. The election of a oounty board of education of five representative citizens, from the county at large, and for five year terms, the first board how­ever to claeAfy themselves, that the term of one may expire each year thereafter. This school to occupy for schools of the oounty approximately the same pos­ition that a city board of education does for a city. There should be no ex-offioee members.
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11.
3. Each oounty board to seek out and select a well trained professional expert to act as county superintendent of schools, and to fix his salary. Such officer to enjoy approximately the same tenure right and privileges as a city superintendent of schools and to have somewhat analogous administra­tive and supervisory duties and responsibilities.4. Each oounty board of education to hold title to all school property, outside of seperately organiz­ed city school districts, with power to purchase, sell, build or repair such property, and insure it.5. Each county board of education, to act as a board of control for any county high schools, coun­ty vocational schools, county agricultural schools, and the comity library, and to have power to have established types of special schools as may seem necessary or desirable. The Montana County Unit law has not been framed so as to give County Board power to establish oounty vocational schools or county agricultural schools. It has no powers re­specting the county library, nor the establishment of any special schools within the county. This curtailment of power, limits the activities of the County Board, much more than the ideal plan would do.6. Each county board of education, to be directed to order a careful educational and social survey of its county, and upon the basis of such to proceedto reorganize the school system of the county by abolishing all unnecessary small schools, substitu­ting therefore, a few centrally located and graded consolidated schools, with partial of complete high schools attached, and to transport children to and from these central schools. Each school and its tributary territory to be known as an attendance subdistrict, the bounds of which may be changed from time to time as in the case of city attendance lines. T. Each county board of education, to have power to appoint either alone or in cooperation with a city school district, or some adjoining county school district, a school health officer, a school attend­ance officer, and such other special officers or superrirors as the educational needs of the county
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
12*
aohool district may seem to need» and to establisJd 
or join in the estahllshment of speolal-type schools. EDUCATIOUAl COIÎTROL.1. Each oonnty school district to be managed as an educational and financial, unit » by the oounty board of education and its executive officers. Cities con­tained within the county» which maintain a full el­ementary and secondary school âystem» employing a certain number of teachers e.g. 25» and a city super­intendent of schools » may ask for and obtain a separ­ate educational organization except that all general 
school laws of the State shall apply» and that the county school tax shall be levied uniformly on all 
property in the county.2. On the recommendation of the county superinten­dent of schools, each county board of education shall appoint all principals and teachers for the different schools of the county» outside of the seperately or­ganized city school district and to fix and order 
paid their salaries.3. On the recommendation of the county superintendent of schools each county board of education is to app­rove the courses of study and textbooks to be usedin the schools, the unit for the adoptidn of each be­
ing the unit of supervision.4. The oounty board of education to approve the em­ployment of special teachers and supervisors for the schools » and» on recommendation of the county super­intendent of schools, to appoint them and order paid their salaries.5. Each county board of education, to have chargeof the county library and all its branches, to appoint a oounty librarian» and assistant librarians, and to provide for the care and development of the library and the circulation of books. The school libraries would become part of the county library and a branch library would be provided for in connection with most of the consolidated schools.III. Business and Clerical Control.1. Each county board of education shall appoint a secretary and business manager, who shall act as a secretary for the board and shall have charge of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
13*
olerloaX and statistloal and financial work connect­ed with the administration of the schools in the oounty district# He is to ^prove all warrants drawn on the funds of the county, and to prepare the financial and statistical portions of the re­quired annual reports#2# The secretary of the oounty hoard of education to have general charge of all purchases of supplies, for the schools and the distribution of the same, and to have general oversight of all jani tory ser­vice and repair work except as otherwise provided by the county board of education#3# For each consolidated school or small school re­tained (attendance sub-districtJ the county board of education to appoint one local school director to act as agent of the county board in the attendance subdistrict, and with power to make repairs as dir­ected, see that the necessary supplies are provided, assist the principal or teachers in maintaining dis­cipline, and act as a means of communication between the people whose children attend the school, and the county board of education and its executive of­ficers#4# The Secretary of each county board of education to be the custodian of all legal papers belonging to the oounty school district; to approve all bills and when such have been ordered paid to draw warrants for the same; to give all required notices; adminis­ter oaths; sign contracts as directed by the board; register all teachers certificates; distribute blank forms and collect and tabulate the statistical re­turns ; keep a complete set of books covering all fin­ancial transactions and all funds; and pefform such other clerical and statistical functions, as he may 
be directed to do#5. Each county board of education to approve an an­nual budget of expenses for the schools of the county, both for school maintenance and repairs, and may or­der levied within certain legal limits, a county school district tax, to supplement the funds received from the state school tax and the county school tax.
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14.
the latter" to he levied on all property In the oounty and divided "between the city school dis­trict and the county school district on some eq.uit- able apportionment basis.
6. Each county treasurer to act as treasurer for all city or county school districts in his county, 
and to pay out all funds on the order of the pro­per city or county school district authorities, when approved by the secretary of the county board of education.IV. POWERS AI5D DUTIES OF THE StrPSRIKTEHDEHT.
In addition to powers already recited the co­
unty superintendent shall:
1. Act as the executive officer of the oounty board of education, and to execute In person or through deputies, all educational policied decided 
upon by It.E. To act as chief educational officer In the oounty, and as the representative of the state educational authorities. To this end he shall see that the school laws of the State, and the rules and regulations of the state board of education are carried out.3. To have supervisory control of all schools and libraries under the county board of education, and 
general supervisory control of all officers In its em­ploy, with power to outline direct and co-ordinate their work, and, for cause recommend their dismissal.4. To nominate for election, and when elected to as­sign, transfer and suspend, all teachers and princip­als, and for cause, recommend the promotion or dis­missal of such.5. To visit the schools of the county, to advise and assist teachers and principals, to hold teachers meet­ings and Institutes, to direct the reading circle work In his county, and to labor in every practicable way to Improve educational conditions In his county.6. To act as the agent for the state department of education. In the examination and certification of teachers, and to decide, upon appeal to him, all dis­putes arising within the county as to the Interpreta­
tion of the school law or the powers and duties of school officers.
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7» To oTorsee the i)reparation of the courses of study, and to approve the same» to study the eduo- atlonal work done In the schools, and to approve for purchase all text and supplemental hooks, and all apparatus and supplies*3* To recommend changes in the distribution or the organization of the schools, to recommend the estab­lishment of new schools or branch libraries, and to assist in the correlation of the work of the schools with that of the libraries, agricultural activities, and other forms of educational service.9. To prepare and issue an annual printed report showing the work progress and needs of the schools o f the county.
coxmTr OH p a r i s h u h i t ih i g u i s i a h a.
Machinery*Bach Pai^sh has a small overlapping board, the members of which are elected from districts for a period of six years. Vacancies in all boards are filled by appointment by the governor* Board are elected at the time of congressional elections, in order to avoid as far as possible any local is­sues. There is relatively little politics in these elections, and the choice of members by districts prevents the centering of power in the hands of the larger parishes*
The board elects a manager or superintendent for a term of four years and fixes his salary. The professional standards for the superintendent are fixed by the State Board of Education. Among other things he must be a college graduate with five years of successful experience in teaching. All clerks, club agents, and teachers are responsible to the superintendent, and he is responsible to the board* Local trustees may be appointed where it is desir­ed, but not many have been appointed*
Powers and duties.The oounty or Parish board controls all public schools in the parish subject to the law, and the
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rules smd regulations of the State Board of Educa­tion# It elects teachers, fixes salaries, adopts budgets, determines the length of terms, locates schools, consolidates schools, builds sohoolhouses, buys all supplies, provides transportation, ap­proves high schools with the sanction of the state board, conducts bond elections, settles appeals on. questions of discipline, and performs all other nec­
essary acts#
Support#There is a state tax of Z mills ; a parish tax;of three mills which has been found too small; and a poll tax, all of which goes Into the permanent school fund# A  maintenance tax of as much as 8 mills may he I w i e d  and building bonds may be is­sued up to 10 ^  of the assessed valuation#
The board may name the entire parish or a por­tion as a tax district and the maintenance tax is usually parish wide# Building taxes are usually confined to the districts where the building will be done#
The boards are overlapping, so as insure that a majority of the board shall be meh experienced in administration, and permits the board and the pro­fessional staff to follow a settled educational pol­icy for the future.
Cities are not excluded from the system, and op­portunities are thus equalized in urban and rural sec­tions# Uniformity of supervision, instruction and management are promoted by the system# Funds should be spent where the children are, regardless whence taxes come# Where a parish wide tax is undesirable it may be voted by the district#
Eone but competent superintendents may succeed#
Some good results#
la are wisely located# Country schools have
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been consolidated school funds are more easily raised, competent teachers are employed, adequate supervision is provided, and all forces are united in advancing the best interest of the schools.* Responsibility for the success of the schools is all on one head.
j^rish Officials Must got;Make courses of study; adopt text books; ap­prove schools ; or fix standards to govern superin­tendents and teachers.
They should raise a parish wide tax to provide funds for the school that country teachers may be as well paid as city teachers. They must provide adequate supervision so that every child may spend his time in constructive learning. The system has been successful because there is a small board in charge, which insures easy operation; there is a competent superintendent in charge ; and one school fund. The rich centers help the poor centers, and the school government is separate and distinct from the political. A trained superintendent selects the teachers, and gives the country children their chance. Schools are consolidated, transportation provided, high schools organized where needed; in­dustrial courses are provided; good school houses erected; instruction is properly supervised, and every one is treated alike. *
The County Unit plan when proposed in Indiana in 1922, was rejected by the people in a referen­dum vote. It is said that the rural people of the state looked upon the plan as an encroachment on their local rights, and refused to support it. The Elementary 'School Journal of April 1923, comment­ing on this editorially said:
*»It is the belief of the present writer, that
Harris, T.H. - F.E.A. Proceedings 1918
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the time iias passed when the County Unit ought to he advocated as the hest solution of the rural school problem of organization.
"The oounty unit Is a vastly better taxing unit than the smaller local unit, the district.On the other hand the county unit is almost al­ways too large » as a supervisory unit, and it is so arbitrary and impersonal in its geographical boundaries, that it is not suited to community needs. The suggestion of a county unit at the time that Professor Cubberly gave it the sanction of his authority and the support of his vigorous and persuasive writing, represented a much bet­ter policy of organization than the common school district which It was intended to supersede. Trial has shown however that the county unit is not ac­ceptable to rural districts.
"Even where campaigns of education have been 
carried on in the various states the people are suspicious of it in the rural districts. And well they may be. The county is a political unit set up for control of such matters as road making, pol­icing tax tag asse s s i n g e t c . .
"Counties are not community units, hence they are not satisfactory units of school organization.The school must be organized and governed by some form of- community unit." *
There are many types of oounty unit systems in operation, and any logical classification cannot be successfully attempted, because of the many dif­ferences existing in the so-called County Unit States. Ten states have centralized to the extent that the county board of education Is the paramount board in the management of the schools. These states are Alabama, Florida, Kentucky, louislana, Maryland, New Mexico, North Carolina, Tennessee, Vir- ginia. and Utah.
* Elementary School Journal (Editorial) April,1923.
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In three of these states, Florida, louisiana, and Maryland, city schools as well as county schools are under the management of County boards. In the other states incorporated cities are independent in most respects. Five other states have partly the oounty and partly the district system, or such a division of authority between district and county, that they may be considered as states in transition from the district to the county system. These states are South Carolina, Mississippi, Georgia, Oregon, and Montana. In Washington, Ariaona, and California the oounty is important in school support, but not in administration.
Whatever may be said in criticism of the county unit plan, it is beyond doubt the best plan for the actualizing of tax burdens, and for removing the in- eg.ualities of educational opportunity, that exist in so glaring a way throughout the country, as be­tween the urban and the city schools.
County Unit in Montana
When in 1922 the county unit law went into ef­fect in Montana, the provision of this law that made it optional, was perhaps its weakest point.Three counties tried the law, namely: Carbon, Cas­cade and Choteau, and after more than four years of trial, the only county retaining the plan is Carbon.
The principal features of this law are its stricter requirements as to budgets; the counter­signing of warrants for all except salary expense, by the county superintendent of schools ; the clos­ing of all schools having an enrollment of less than five pupils; levy of one mill tax for emergency building purposes; establishment of a salary sched­ule; uniform levy in all third class districts; dis­tribution of funds to subdistricts according to needs of the several districts as approved in the budgets, and provision for new pupils.
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By the provision of certain amendments to the law, by the 19th legislative Assembly, the chair­man of the board of county commissioners, the county treasurer, and the county superintendent of schools are made members of the board of trustees, in ad­dition to one trustee from each of the four districts into which the county is divided, malcing seven mem­
bers in all.
It is also provided by amendment, that whenever counties in the future, shall adopt the county plan, 
they shall not assume the warrant or the bonded in­debtedness of the sub-districts created, but that each sub-district shall pay off its own indebtedness. The power to bond is left with the sub-district trus­tees, and all money remaining to the credit of any sub-district, when the law begins to operate, shall be applied to reduce the special levy of that sub- district , for the first year of operation under the new plan.
It is also provided that sub-districts main­taining high schools shall provide their own special leby, in addition to the regular levy for county high school purposes.
This law is called the Montana Rural District law. By its provisions all third class districts, and parts of first and second class districts that may petition to become a part of the Rural School District, are to be included, and the district is then to be organized into four subdivisions.
Sec.1042* S. B. 160 (Chap. 178) specifies that on the first day of April, following the date on which 20^ of the registered voters of the third class districts petition the commissioners; the 
County Commissioners shall call an election not later than 90 days thereafter, and if a majority of the votes cast in such election shall be in favor of the county unit, then the commissioners shall make and enter an order creating the county unit, which as a- bove noted shall be divided into four sub-districts.
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and the commissioners shall appoint one trustee from 
each district, to serve until the next regular 
school election, when their successors shall be e- 
lected.
All such trustees shall have the çLualifi cat ions 
of electors.
In conclusion it may be remarked that the admin­
istrative unit first in use was the district, deter­
mined largely by geographic conditions, then the Town, 
as in liassachusetts, then the moving schools, as they 
v/ere called; then the districting of the town, whiah 
was follov/ed in turn by consolidation of districts 
into one unit. This was followed by the larger Town­
ship unit in such states as Indiana and Illinois, then 
followed the larger unit, the county, in Florida, 
Georgia and other states of the South. In Eevada we 
have the still larger unit composed of several 
counties.
County boards have as a rule from three to five 
members, v/ho are either elected or appointed. They 
have control of all county schools not organized un­
der independent or city systems, and having special 
board or supervising officers appointed by it.
The common functions of County Boards of Educ­
ation in the South are briefly as follows:
They have power to,
1. Divide the county into school districts.
2. To establish schools for the two races as needed.
3. Consolidate schools.
4. Transport pupils.
5. Employ teachers, fix their salaries, and pay them,
6. Acq.uire, hold title to, and keep school property
in repair.
7. Purchase school apparatus.
8. Prescribe courses of study.
9. Provide graded and high schools as needed.
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10. Appoint local representatives or trustees toact in their name, in each, district in the 
county.11. Determine the rate of county tax for the sup­
port of the schools.12. In some states, elect the County Superintendent
of Schools.
Practically all of these powers except number 12, exist in states where the county unit is in ef­
fect in the Middle West, and the Southwest.
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CHAPTER II.
The County Unit and The County High Sohool.
In 1779, Thomas «^effarson proposed to the Vir­ginia legislature, that the state should be divid­ed into twenty districts from five to six miles sq.uare and that twenty Grammar Schools should be established in the territory so organized. These schools were essentially of secondary rank. He proposed that the upper half of each class that graduated from these schools, because of their su­perior scholarship, should be given additional three years of schooling at William and Mary Col­lege. Many school men believe that here is to be found the germ of the *county high school* idea.
Hollister says, "The county high school Is doubtless an offshoot from Jefferson* s conception of a school system. It is a type of institution which serves a very important purpose, or rather purposes; for it has been found useful in ways dif­ferent from any Jefferson ever dreamed of.
"It is becoming more and more common in the 
South, and in the mountainous states of the west.In the South, among other things, it simplifies the control of high schools for the whites in those sections where the negro population is relatively large. In the West it makes possible high schools in regions where the people of a county are con­fined chiefly to the valleys, and where often the greater part of the county is practically uninhab­
itable.
"In both the above situations the county high school often becomes a great boon, as it makes pos­sible a good high school training for all, even in regions too sparsely settled by white people, or by any people, to admit of maintaining high schools
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In all states of the Sonth where the county is the administrative unit, the county high school is found as the medium of secondary instruction*There is much uniformity in the laws that govern 
the establishment ; the financial control and support; 
and the administration of these schools* In many instances the laws of one state have been applied to another state, with but few changes to adapt them 
to the peculiar needs of local character* This is 
not true to such a degree in the states of the West and the Southwest, where regional and local differ­ences of geographic nature are often highly diverse* In some of the Middle and Southwestern states, the county high school is found, where the county unit has not yet been introduced, and where this is true, 
the laws have been framed to meet re q_uirement a *It is not the purpose of this chapter to discuss these differences, or to seek to explain why they 
exist *
Some states have adopted the county unit, with­out adopting the county high school idea, and some have the county high school without the county high school*
The following states have adopted the countyunit:
Al&hama1903 ; Delaware 1898; Florida 1885;Georgia 1887; Kentucky 1908; Louisiana 1870; Mary­
land 1865; Mississippi 1903; Uorth Carolina 1900 ;Ohio 1914; South Carolina 1868 ; Tennessee 1907; Utah 1905; Wisconsin 1913.
County high schools are found in the following states:
Alabama; Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Montana, Nev­
ada, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, Oklahoma,
* Hollister, H*A* High School Administration,pp.35-36
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South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, V/yoming,
County Agricultural High Schools are found in 
Michigan, Wisconsin, and several other states.
It will be noted from the above that there are 
seven states where both county high school and 
county unit are in effect, and that these are all 
states of the South. Montana has optional county 
unit which is in effect in only the one county.
Carbon County, although when first adopted the law 
was accepted by three counties. This would seem 
to indicate that the county unit should be given a 
more extended trial before conclusions are reached 
concerning its value in this state.
Alabai^.
County high schools were first established in 
Alabama in 1907, under "An Act to Establish State 
Schools Known as County High Schools," which be­
came effective August 7, 1907.
Briefly, the act provided, "The State High 
School Commission shall locate in every county pro­
viding a suitable site of 5 acres, and a building 
costing not less than #5,000, a county high school."
The law provides that such schools shall be 
controlled by County Boards of Education.
Arkansas.
ItVhile the high schools of Arkansas are not spec­
ifically designated as county high schools, they are 
so in effect, as they are under the control of 
County Boards of Education. Arkansas School Laws 
1920.
Arizona.
By the laws of the first session of the Arizona 
legislature 1912, The -̂ ôard of supervisors may on pe­
tition of 15^ of the registered electors call an el­
ection to determine whether a county union high school 
shall be established. Majority of vote cast estab­
lishes.
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Hot more than $2500 from the State High Sohool Fund, and a county tax for support*
California.
In~l¥^l an amendment to the School Code was 
passed In Cstllfornla, Chap. 61, p.132, which pro­
vided for the establishment of one or more high 
schools in each of the counties of the state, by 
submitting the (Question to the legal voters of the 
state, a majority of whom by vote, might establish 
such schools, and provide for their maintenance*
Colorado.
tChe Colorado law provides that on petition of 
50 voters, the County Commissioners shall after due 
notice given,: hold an election on the q.uestion of 
establishing such county high school, at the next 
regular school election, when if a majority of votes 
cast shall be in favor of such high school it shall 
be duly established. Such schools are divided into 
five classes, according to the population of the 
counties, and shall be supported by a tax levied 
for that purpose.
Florida.
County high schools were first established in 
Florida in 1885.
They are under the control of a Board of éduc­
ation of three members, v/hioh also controls most of 
the city schools. Four year high schools receive 
State Aid to the amount of $600., while two yeat 
high schools receive aid of similar sort to the a- 
mount of $380. A  county tajz is provided as the bas­
is of main support. County boards may establish.
Georgia.
()ne third of the electors of any county where 
no county high school exists, may petition for an 
election, on the g_uestion of establishing such high 
sohool, and a majority of votes oast in favor of the 
proposition at such election establishes such school.
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Support is by county tax.
Kansas»
County high schools were first established in 
Kansas in 1886. Chapter 147.Sec.1 Kansas Statute.
In 1896 the law was amended req.uiring that such 
schools might be established in counties having a 
population of 6,000 or more, and a three mill tax was 
provided for support. In 1903 it was provided that 
counties of less than 3,000 population might com­
bine with cities or county seat tovms to establish 
county high schools, and in 1906 a further enact­
ment required that Hormal. Collegiate, and General 
courses should be established, each of four years 
duration.
The law for establishment of county high schools, 
provides that one third of the voters of any county, 
as shown by the last election returns, may petition 
for the establishment of such a school, and at the 
regular school election a majority vote is suffic­
ient to establish. The County Commissioners are re­
quired to appoint six trustees for a term of three 
years each, who with the County Superintendent of Schools shall constitute the County High Sohool Board of that county. A tax levy of five tenths 
of one mill is provided for support, tuition is free 
to residents of the county, and graduation from the 
grammar schools is requisite for admission.
There were 28 of these county high schools in 
Kansas in 1922, with an enrollment of 4,183 pupils.
The county high school law of Kansas is the 
model on which the Montana county high sohool law is 
based.
Kentucky.uounty high schools were authorized in Kentucky 
by the act of 1912.
This act recites that "two years after the passage
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of ttLis Aot," County Boards of Education may estab*» 
Hall In each, county one or more county high, schools; 
"Provided; That there Is not already eoclsting In 
the county, a high school of the first class." If 
the trustees can malce arrangements with trustees 
of existing high schools such as will furnish pupils 
completing the rural course of study, free tuition 
In said high school, then the said high school may be considered as meeting the purposes of this law, 
without the establishment by the County Board of 
Education, of another high school. The first county 
high school must be located at the county seat.
Such high schools must provide courses In Manual 
Training, Domestic Science, and Agriculture, and 
are classified as First Class high schools where a 
four year course, offered hy the sohool has been 
prepared by the State Board of -Sduoatlon. Second 
Class high schools are such as offer a three years 
course, as prepared by the State Dgard of Education. 
Third Class high schools are such as offer a two 
year course prepared by the State Board of Education, 
For support a tax levy of not more than twenty cents 
on every hundred dollars of assessed valuation Is 
provided, and in addition thereto, a capitation tax 
of #1.
By the laws of 1912 school houses may be used 
for community purposes, when schools are not In ses­
sion*
Separate schools are maintained for the races, 
and the capitation tax Is designed to reach a large 
number of people who are not taxpayers.
M a r y l a n d .
A  law providing for county high schools was pas­
sed by the Maryland Legislature In 1872. (Legislative 
Acts of Maryland-1872.)
This law provides that In any election district, 
or union of districts. The County School Commissioners, 
may accept a high school building, and maintain a high 
school there, out of the general school fund#
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An aot passed in 1898 provides that when a suitable 
room or building is provided, the County Sohool Com­
missioners may establish manual training courses 
therein.
Aots of 1912 and 1914 provide for State Aid. 
Montana.
On March 3, 1899, Senate Bill Ifo.28-An Act to 
Establish County Free High Schools, and Provide for 
Their Maintenance” was approved by the Governor of 
Montana. This Act, repealed, "Substitute for House 
Bill Ho.69 1899, An Act to Establish County Free 
High Schools, and to Provide for Their Maintenance."*
Section 2 of this law recites, that two hundred 
electors, may petition the County Commissioners to 
establish a county free high school in the place named in the petition. Or such high school may be 
established whenever the county commissioners shall 
in their discretion think proper. Twenty days notice 
must be given to electors prior to a regular school 
election, when they shall vote by ballot for or a- 
gainst. The county commissioners canvass and declare 
the result of the election, and if the majority of 
votes are oast in favor of the measure, appoint six 
resident taxpayers of the county to be trustees of 
the County High School. Three of these members must 
be residents of the district or township where the 
school is to be established, and the other three 
from adjacent districts for a term of three years. 
These with the County Superintendent, ex-officio 
shall constitute the Board of Trustees of the Free 
County High School. Support was provided by a tax 
not exceeding ten mills, not more than three mills 
of vidiich might be used for teachers wages and con­
tingent expenses. In 1903 this section was amended 
3 0 that one hundred electors, might petition the 
County Commissioners for the establishment of such a 
school, and the commissioner should give notice of 
election in the official paper of the county. Any 
number of places might be candidates for the site of such high school. In 1905 this section was further 
amended so that the County Olerk should give 20 days
* Sohool haws of Montana 1905-1907 p. 102.
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notloo, and. any town or village might become a cand.i“* 
date for the location of the county high school on 
petition of fifty free«holdera of such town or vil­lage.
Senate Bill 178^ Chapter 107 (3) Provides a 
maximum county levy for County High School purposes 
of six mills on the taxable property of the county. 
Five mills of this amount is to be apportioned among 
the Accredited high schools of the county* accord­
ing to the Average Daily Attendance in such accred­
ited high schools, for the school year next preced­
ing, as determined by the County Superintendent of 
Schools. One mill of this levy is to be used exclus­
ively for the county high school.
Senate Bill 141, Chapter 108 School Laws of 
Montana provides that a fee to cover breakage and 
use in vocational courses, not to exceed actual cost 
or reasonable value of the use of such special eq.uip— 
ment, shall be collected.
Tuition is' free to all county students, but students from other counties or from outside of the 
state must pay a tuition fee to be determined by the 
board of trustees of the county high school.
Support of the county high schools is mainly from the high school tax. Inheritance Tax, Oil Roy­
alties Tax, and Oil Licence fax provides only a small 
portion of the revenue needed for their support.
State and federal support for vocational and industrial courses is, next to the high school tax, 
the most important source of support.
Hevada.Uounty high schools were provided in iTevada by 
an act of the legislature passed in 1895, but up to 
1906 only one high school was established, that of 
Elko County. In 1909 free text books and supplies 
v/ere provided. The law provides for the establish­
ment of county high schools by a majority vote of 
electors in the county. Support is provided by a tax levy on assessible property and tuition i$ free
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to oounty residents. ITevada Sohool Lav/s 1913.
Fifty q^ualified electors may petition the County 
Commissioners for the establishment of a county 
high school. Hot less than eight weeks notice must be given of such election, before any general or 
special election, v/hen if a majority vote is cast 
in favor of establishing such school it shall be es­
tablished. The County Commissioners are also em­
powered whenever in their judgment the best inter­
ests of the county demand it, to establish two such 
county high schools. The County -^oard of -Education 
has charge of such schools. The county Board of Ed­
ucation numbers three members, and these are elected 
for a term of four years. Hevada School Code 1913. 
Chap. 13.,pp. 56-57.
Horth Carolina.
County high schools of Horth Carolina are cal­
led County Farm Life High Bohools. They may be es­
tablished by the County Board of -CcLu.cation, and the 
local trustees. A building and equipment suitable 
for such, a school must be furnished, together with 
ten acres of land for experimental farming. They 
are supported from the lublic Bojiool ’̂und, by don­
ations, by local taxes, and by B-tate Aid not to ex­
ceed :^2,500 annually. They are free to county stud­
ents.
Oregon.
dounty high schools were authorized by the laws 
of Oregon, in 1903.
On petition of 100 legal voters, an election is 
called, and if a majority of votes cast at a general 
election or a special election called for this pur­
pose , is in favor of the county high school, as many 
such aohools as may be desired, may be established in 
any county. In 1909 a law was passed to provide a tax 
for tuition purposes.
County high schools are located by the County 
Court, and the County High School Board is made up of 
the County Judge, two Commissioners, the County
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Treasurer» and the County Superintendent of Sohools* 
The County Judge is chairman of the hoard, ahd the 
County Superintendent its Secretary*
Oklahoma,
County high schools may he established in Okla­
homa, in any county having less than 2,000 populat­
ion of school a^e, The Board of Trustees is made 
up of six elected members and the County Superinten­
dent of Schools ex-officio. The elected members of 
the board are chosen as their other county officers 
are at the regular elections, for a term of four years•
Â tax levy of one mill on the assessed valuation 
of the county is provided for their support.
South Carolina,
In 1^07 the legislature of South Carolina, au­
thorized the establishment of high schools, by coun­
ties, or townships-by union of townships-union dis­
tricts, of by tovms of less than one thousand inhab­
itants, County high schools are supported partly by 
local and partly by state taxes, Bot more than 
$2,000 may be received from the state by any county, 
and not more than 50 per cent of the amount locally
raised may be used for high school purposes. County high schools must have an enrollment of at least
^^acÊ^rs pu.pila, and must employ at least two
A one mill levy was permitted as a source of 
revenue for their support,
Tennessee,
The legislature of Tennessee in 1899 provided 
for the establishment of one or more county high 
schools in each county of the state, at the option 
of the County Court, These schools to be supported 
by a county tax and to be free to all pupils in the 
county where established. The tuition of non-resident 
pupils to be paid by the counties from which they come 
The secondary school begins with the sixth grade ac­cording to this law.
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B y an act passed, in 1907» any County High 
School Board might■receIt© the properties of acad­
emies and small colleges if tendered then, when 
such county school were to be established. In 
1909 twenty five per cent of the gross revenues of 
the state were set aside for educational purposes, 
and eight per cent of the fund was designated as 
a high school fund to be apportioned among the sev­
eral counties. Schools must provide work in home 
economics and agriculture, and be approved by the 
state inspector.
Utah.
Chapter 31, Session Laws of 1911; Section 1.
”Each county within the state, except such counties 
as are constituted school districts of the first 
class, shall constitute a high school district, un­
til subdivided as hereinafter provided-------------- .
*^Sec.E. Within sixty days after the approval 
of this act, each county superintendent of district 
schools, shall report to the board of county commis­
sioners as to whether or not, in his opinion the 
county should remain one high school district, if in 
his opinion, the county should be sub-divided into 
two or more high school districts, then he shall re­
commend to the board of county commissioners a plan 
for sub-dividing such county into high school dis­
tricts.
"Sec.7. The board of control of each high school 
district shall be designated as the board of educ­
ation. It shall be composed of the county superinten­
dent of schools, and any member of the board of trus­
tees of each common school district within the high 
school district, who shall be elected by the board 
of trustees of such common school district."
Besides a county tax, there is ordered to be col­
lected as other taxes are assessed and collected a 
State high school tax of one half mill on each dollar 
of taxable property in the State for high school pur­
poses, to be apportioned on attendance basis. Tuition 
is free. Text books at cost. Selected by State Text 
Book Commission.
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vtere eatabllshecL In other states of the same go- 
ographlcal section, hut in the Middle West, and 
the Southwest there has heen a considerable v a r ­
iation of method, which has been necessary b e ­
cause of the wide diversity of conditions prevail­
ing.
It is probable that as population increases 
in the more sparsely settled states, the county 
high school will give way to union high schools 
and these in turn may give place to high schools 
of the district type.
Where the county unit of administration con­
tinues to exist it is not probable that much change 
will taJte place in the administration of the county 
high schools, nor is it likely that much change 
will occur in their functions. Their courses of 
study wi l l  be greatly enriched, and they will tend 
to do more work of a vocational character.
This tendency is observable in the county h i ^  
schools of Montana which will be considered in the 
next chapter.
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COMPOS iTiorr of cocHTr high: school boards
state Humber ELeetei Appointed. Term In Date of Law Tears
Alabama 4 Yes 4 1911Arizona 5 Yes 5 1913California 5 Yes 3 1913Colorado 5 Yes 5 1910Florida 3 Yes Z 1911Georgia 5 Yea by 4 1909Grand J ury
EAnsas * 7 Yes 3 1909Kentucky According Ho, of Co to»divisions Yes E 1914
Maryland 6 Appointed by 1914Governor 6
Montana * 7 Yes by County Commi ssioners 3 19E5
HSTrada 3 Yes 4 1913Hew Mexico * 3 Yes 3 1915north Carolina S By General ■-Assembly 6 1909
Oregon ^ 4 Ho County JudgeGhnkCo. Com­missioners Co Tr* Co,Supt, Schools 1
#
S-6 1909
Oklahoma * 6 Yes By County 1910Commissioners 1
South Carolina # 3 Appointed byState Boardof Educ. E 1909
Tennessee * 7. YesElected byCo. Court 3 19 SO
Texas * 5 Yea 2 1913trtah ♦ 5-9 Yes 4 1913Wyoming^ 6 Yes E 1911
X Members under the law during their terms of office, 
§ County Superintendent of Schools an appointedmember.
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CHAPTER XII,
Administration of County High, Schools In Montana.
In discussing the Alms of Secondary Education, 
and the evolution of the modern high school, Prahklln W. Johnson in his hook the Administration and Super­vision of The High School, traces the development of the modern high school thru the various changes it has undergone, and notes the influence of the Democratic spirit in education, which has tended to free the high school from the socalled aristocratic influences that dominated It In the earlier years of the republic. He says, "As a result of these de­mands we are entering the fourth stage In the evol­ution of the American secondary sohool, in which the high school is finally to undertake to train the sons and daughters of all the people to become ef­ficient citizens, whether their training shall go on in the specialized work of the university, or shall lead directly into the fields of commerce, in­dustry or housekeeping." He sets forth four funda­mental aims in secondary education; (1) health ;C2j vocational training, (3) social cooperation,(4) worthy use of leisure. In addition to these he includes three additional alms, as set forth by The Commission of The national Education Association on the Reorganization of Secondary Education viz. worthy 
home membership. which he classifies as a social, and includes under that head.
«
Another aim, that of command of the fundamental 
rooessea he argues it is unnecessary to include un^ er secondary education, as these should have been, and generally are acquired in the elementary school. 
The elimination of unnecessary matter in the elemen­tary curriculum, and the omission of extended reviews of subject matter of no vital moment in the upper graded of the elementary school will make this aim more certain he says. Ethleal Character. he maintains is developed as a matter or fact in those courses dealing with social relationships. *
J^ohnson, Franklin W. Administration and Supervision of The High School, p. 15.
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County High Sohools In Montana*
The earliest report of the County High Schools in Montana is contained in the Biennial report of The Superintendent of Public Instruction of Montana, for 1904* That report contains the following tabu­lation of County High Schools*
Table r.
Big Timber (Sweet Crass County) 1902.Boulder (Jefferson County) 1900*Callatin County 1899.Teton County 1901.Beaverhead County 1900.Flathead County 1901*Fergus County 1897.Custer County ?Park County 1900.
Of the county high sohools reporting in answer to the q.uestionnaire, the following data was supplied, as to date of organization; first enrollment, and pres­ent enrollment. The date and first enrollment being supplied from local records, as well as the enroll­ment to date*
Table II* First Presentgame of School Organized Enrollment Enrollment
Beaverhead County 1890 16 302Broadwater County 1902 32 98Carbon County 1913 87 282Carter County 1922 16 97Custer County 1903 ? 450Dawson County 1906 45 320Fergus County ? ? 701Flathead County 1902 75 650Granite County 1911 ? 104Jefferson County 1909 ? 60park County 1904 50 412Powell County 1903 ? 235Sweet Grass County 1904 27 ? 193Teton County 1901 28 215
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In the Sixth. Biennial Report of the Superin­tendent of Puhlio Instruction of Montana» (1900), the following Is the only Information available conoernlng County High Sohools:
Bozeman, Montana,EOT, 20, 1900.
"The oounty high sohool has been established, 
and Is looked upon with favor by all. Under Pro­fessor Swan "^3 able management It has given univ­ersal satisfaotlon, and with a few changes In the law, which the committee has suggested, we predict 
a successful future for our County High School#
"At present we have three most competent 
teachers, with hlnety-nlne pupils enrolled."
M.E. Chrisman. County Superintendent,
An act to Establish County Free High Schools, and to provide for their Maintenance." This sub­stitute provided In substance, that whenever 100 free holders of a county, petition the County Com­missioners of a county for the establishment of a 
County Pree High School, the said Commissioners, after twenty days notice In the county official pap­er, should hold an election In the manner prescrib­ed, and If a majority of the vote cast was in favor of establishing such high school, they should as soon as practicable, proceed to establish the same In the manner prescribed by law.
The act provided also that teachers should be paid out of a County High School Fund, to be raised by taxation.
Section 21, of an act approved March 3, 1899.recites :
"The County Commissioners of any county In Mon­tana, be, and they are hereby authorized to arrange 
with the school district at the county seat of such county, for the establishment of a county high sohool,
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Section 22.
"Tor the purpose of carrying this Aot Into ef­fect, the Board of County Commissioners In such counties, may employ such number of teachers In addition to those already employed by the district at the county seat, as shall be necessary In their judgment for the purpose of conducting such schools, and pay such teachers from the General Fund of the county. Provided that the management of such high school shall be under the trustees of said dis­trict."
The present county high school law provides for the appointment of a board of six members, with the County Superintendent, ex-officlo as a seventh, who shall have direction of the affairs of the county high school to be known as the Board of Trus­tees of — — County High School* There is pro­vision made also for the levy of a county tax, not to exceed six mills on the dollar of taxable prop­erty In the county, ..one mills of which shall be used for operating expenses.
According to the Report of the Superintendentof Public Instruction for the biennium ending 1908,the following county high schools with the enrollment noted. were In existence
County Organized Enrollment-
Table i n
Beaverhead 1900 82Broadwater 1902 47Carbon 1905 51Custer 1902 92Dawson 1906. 50Fergus 1899 90Flathead 1900 180Gallatin 1897 143Granlte 1905 87Jefferson 1900 31Missoula 1907 198Park 1900 116Powell 1903 33
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Table III - Cont’d.
County Organized Enrollment
Sweet Grass 190E 158
Teton 1901 32
From this tabulation it would seem that the first County High school in Montana, w a s , the Gal­
latin County High school» at Bozeman, established in 1897. It is therefore tiuirty years since the first 
County Free High School was established in Montana.
It appears to that fifteen of the nineteen County High Schools, were established prior to 1908.
Questions 8 to 22 were designed to ascertain where the teachers in the high schools studied, had received their preparation for teaching and whether they had majored in the subject that was their ^special*' subject in high school or not. It was al­so sought to ascertain to what degree Graduates of the several Institutions of the Montana State Uhiv- ersity, or as it is officially styled, "The Univer­sity of Montana," were being employed in the various county high schools of the state.
The acoompanying table shows the number of grad­uates of the State University, and the Montana State College, which are employed in the several schools, the subjects in which they have had major training, and it shows also the number of graduates of other colleges and universities employed in the same schools by way of comparison. Judging by the returns here shown, it would seem that there is a smaller number 
of Montana Trained teachers in the schools studied, than there should lae.
Table IT.
State StateSchool University College Other
Beaverhead Co . 6 H—F —F—M —S o .—Soc. 0 6Broadwater It 2 H-L X Sci.~ Math . XCarbon It 0 0 X2Carter It 2 E —Eo— 0 2Custer It 3 So—M 0 X8Dawson n 0 0 X2
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Table nr - Cont»d. 
School State State College Other
Fergus County 1 M 1 Sc 30Flathead " 4 H—E—Sc * 0 21Granite ** 1 0 7Jefferson ^ 3 0 1Park " 0 1 15Powell *» 1 M 2 H-Ec .-Ag. 7Sweet Grass Go* 0 2 E—Ec . — Ag . 7Teton " 1 1 7
Total 14 Counties 24 8 146Total teachers employedPercent State UniTersity 13.52^. 4.45^. Other 82.02^.
178State College
If, as seems probable, the above percentages hold true In the remaining schools which did not report, it would seem that there is not enough of the grad­uates of the state institutions to meet the dememd, or graduates of the state institutions do not meet the requirements of the various schools reporting, or graduates of institutions from outside states are being given preference over the graduates of our own state university*
It Is not the purpose of the present study to go into the reasons for this apparent defioiency, but it is the belief of the writer that Montana trained students, are as well prepared for teaching as the average, and where possible, other things being equal, should be given the. preference.
#. The letters M-ff-L-Sc-Eo, etc., indicate Mathematios-History-Iatin-English-French-Science-Econ- 
omios and other subjects in which the several teachers have majored*
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Character of Collegiate Degrees he 13. 'by Fac­ulties of Montana County High Schools, included, 
in this study*
Table T,
School
Humber In 
Faculty- Men
Humber In Faculty 
7/omen--
FacultyTotal
b ;-b ;-m ;-m ;,Ph. B* —B *-Mill.-Ph*
Beaverhead Co *
1*
2
s*
2
A*
1
s«
0
D*
0
A*
7
S*
0
A,
0
.S.
0
D*
0 12
Broadwater It 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4
Carbon IT 2 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 2 12Carter ft 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3Custer TT 3 2 0 0 0 lO 3 0 0 0 18Dawson IT 2 0 1 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 12Fergus R 6 3 2 1 0 1 5 1 0 0 19Flathead R 2 4 0 1 0 10 0 2 0 0 19Granite R 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4Jefferson R 1 1 O 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4
Park R 5 2 0 0 0 3 o 0 o 0 13Powell R 2 1 0 1 0 4 1 1 0 0 10Sweet Crass TT 2 1 ,0 0 0 3 1 0 o 0 7Teton R 2 1 0 0 £ 3 z 0 0 0 8
Totals 31 20 4 3 0 64 17 4 o 2
# 1 D.?»M degree, one B*E* degreeX One B.M* degree*
Character of Professional Training of teachers in 
Montana county high schools included in this study.
Table TI.
SchoBl
Beaverhead CoBroadwater
CarbonCarter
Custer
Teachers with normal Train­ing Only
1
1
2OO
Teachers with College Train­ing Only
Teachers. with nor­mal & Col Training
8 5
2 27 33 no deg. 1 
16 3
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T&ble VI - Cont»d.
Teaohera with normal Train-
Teaohera Teachers with with Nor- College Train- mal & Col.School ing Only ing Only Training^
I^wson 0 11 2Fergus 1 30 1Flathead 5 14 4Jefferson 0 3 1Park 2 8 3Powell 1 10 0Sweet Crass 0 6 3Teton 1 8 1Cranite # 0 4 0
14 130 29
# One with huainess training. One with Training in England équivalent to B.A. degree.
It appears from an examination of the college de­grees held hy teachers in the schools of this study* that less than ten per cent (9.8) have degrees above the Baccalaureate degree; that about 23.9 percent have the B.S^ degree; a little more than 61 per cent have the B.A. degree, and the remainder have degrees a- bove the ones here mentioned.
It also appears that 75.4 per cent of the teachers employed have had no normal school training-that 8 per cent have had none but normal training, and that 16.6 per cent have had Doth normal and college train­
ing.
Enrollment from rural schools, from other coun­ties, and per pupil costs in Montana county high 
schools.
Table VII.
School
number of other High Schools in County____
Enrollment Enrollment Per from Rural from other Pupil Schools in Counties CostsCounty ^ Boys Q-irls
Beaverhead Co 23 2 $122.00
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Table Til - Gont^d,
School
ETumber of Enrollment Enrollment other High from Rural from other Per Schools in Schools in Counties pupil County County ^ Boys ClrlsCosts
Broadwater Co. 0 6E 0 X Hot Given
Carbon CO. 7 15 E 0 $8E.40Carter Co . 0 57.3 3 0 1E4.50
Custer Co • 1 30 11 15 100.00Dawson Co. 1 37 7 6 146.00
Fergus Co. 4 33 0 0 Hot GivenFlathead Co. 3 35 E 3 107.00 EstGranite Co . 1 5 0 1 Hot GivenJefferson Co. E SO 0 1 ElO.OO
Park Co. E 34 5 6 107.00Powell Co. 0 S5 4 9 136.80Sweet Grass.** 0 60 0 0 140.00Teton tr 0 70 E 10 187.00
Examination of the above table shows that GraniteCounty High School has a rual enrollment of only five per cent of the total, while Teton County High School has an enrollment from the rural schools of seventy per cent.
The reason for this is doubtless that Teton Coun­ty is an agricultural and stock raising county, while that portion of Granite County, immediately contiguous 
to Philipsburg, is a mining area. This explains why the enrollment from rural schools is so large in 
Broadwater, Sweet Grass, and Carter counties. All of the three latest named counties are mostly agricul­tural in character, and moreover have no other schools in the county which compete for high school students.
The region adjacent to Drummond, while a part of Granite County, is a region by itself, and almost wholly agricultural in character. It is easier for people living in the rural sections to send their children to Drummond than to Philipsburg, and since train service is not good on the Philipsburg branch, there is no incentive to send pupils to the County
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High School for their education,
The effect of other high schools in the county, is notable in the case of Carbon County, vjhere there are seven such schools* The result of this condit­ion has been to cut down the enrollment from rural schools, in Carbon County high school, to 15>«*
Incompleteness of returns from several count­ies, on costs of operation, per pupil makes it im­possible to give an accurate comparison of costs, or to draw any conclusions therefrom. The figures from Carbon County high school are open to question, as they seem altogether too low.
Physical- valuation, and bonded indebtedness of Montana county high schools*
Table Till.
Value of Buildings BondedSchools & Grounds & Equipment Indebtedness
Beaverhead Co. #120,000 NoneBroadwater It 50,000 #40,000Carbon It Not Given NoneCarter It 30,000 NoneCuster It 279,368 250,000Dawson It No estimate NoneFergus It 231,000 Dist* 305,000Flathead It 175,000 NoneGranite It 60,000 NoneJefferson It 75,000 NonePark It 125,000 68,000Powell It 120,000 60,000Sweet Grass It 105,000 35,000Teton. It 142,500 125,000
Number and length of class periods, and numberclasses per teacher in Montana county high schools*
All schools included in this study are members of the North Central Association of Colleges and Second­ary schools with the exception of Broadwater, JeffersofT,
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and Carter county high sch.ool; in conaeq.uence of tills fact they must comply with the requirements of the association, as to number of days in the school year; number of class periods in the day; length of class periods; and teacher loads. The tabulation below gives a comprehensive view of the variations that exist in respect to these require­
ments in the several schools*
lable IX.
School
Periods in Pay
length 
of Per. in Min.
English
Classes
perTeacher
OtherClassesperTeacher
TeachersExtra-Cur­ricularLoads
Beaverhead Co . 8 45 5 5 nearly AllBroadwater IT 7 45 4 4—6 AllCarbon IT 7 45 5 6 47Carter IT a 45 5 5 Hist.Eng. Sol.
Custer IT a 45 4-5 4—5 AllDawson IT a 45 4 5 AllFergus IT 7 40 5 5 Comm.-Hor.Tr.Flathead TT 6 60 5 5 AllGranite It 7 45 5 5 Eng.-aiath.Soc.Jefferson It a 45 6 6 Hot Answered.Park. IT 8 4S 5 5-6 Math.-Hist. Comm. Lat. Eng.Powell IT 7 45 5 4«̂ 6 4?Sweet Grass IT a 45 5 5 EnglishTeton TT 7 40 5 5 Eng.-Mus. Math.
Seven schools have eight periods each, in the class day; six have seven periods, and one has six periods.
The six period class day in Flathead County High School is due to the fact that supervised study is a part of the program, hence a 60 minute period is in use. The 
average length of the class periods is 45 minutes, which includes the time used in passing of classes.
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Five classes per teacher in English seems to he the rule, while the same approximation holds true for the other than English teachers. A maj­ority of the schools place extra-curricular loads on the English teachers, while in four schools all the teachers have extra-curricular loads
Eihraries in County high schools of Montana, and how they are managed.
Tahle I*
VolumesSchool In Library a.Librarian b.Teachers
Beaverhead Co. 3300 YesBroadwater It 1700 EnglishCarbon ft 4200 Girls #Carter ft 2225 Teachers XCuster ft 2400 Teachers XDawson ft y Hot answeredFergus ft 4650 YesFlathead ft 3500 YeaGranite ft 980 Teachers XJefferson ft 1200 Teachers XPark It 1200 Hot answeredPowell tt 1485 Teachers XSweet Grass IT 1400 Office girl has charge.Teton tt 1000 Student attendants underHistory Teachers supervision,
It appears that there is no uniform practice in the management of libraries. In three of the schools having larger libraries, a regular librarian is in charge. In one county the English teacher has charge.
f In Carbon County they have girls in charge, who are given special instruction by teacher extra-curricu­lar. X  In five schools teachers take charge in turn during school hours. In another school Student Atten­dants under the direction of the History teacher have charge. In another school the Office Girl has charge, and no answer was given by two schools to which q.ues- tionnaires were sent. The most satisfactory arrange­ment of course is to have a regular trained librarian.
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"but in til© smaller schools this is a matter that can­
not he financed readily^ and so the makeshifts indi­cated are designed to serve as a substitute, with re­sults that meet the needs of the schools to a moder­
ate degree.
It is true beyond a doubt, that in most of the smaller schools, there is no vision as to what the library might do in the enrichment of the social life of the students. In only a few of the larger schools, where' the subject has been given a great deal of crit­
ical thought, has the library been made to function as something more than a reference room.
The instruction in English may be of the finest possible type, and there may be awakened a desire to read, which if fostered rightly, may lead the student into fields of richer experience than can be imagined by the average person; but this must come from a de­signed method of placing before the student in an at­tractive way in the school library, some of that liter­ature which is ve^ritably the bread of life in a cul­tural sense. The records of the circulating depart­ment of the public library reveals the fact that people'read more for amusement, and to pass the time away, than to lay hold of the finer and .nobler things in literature. If then the_ librarian, of the high school can aid in moulding the tastes of the students, and lead them to choose, and love the masterpieces in literature, he has contributed to the social life of the community, and to the nation at large in a measure which is far in excess of any means of meas­uring. It is gratifying to note that schools are be­ginning to recognize that the intellectual life is as important as the physical welfare of those whose des­tinies are in so large measure committed to their keeping.
DORMITORIES FOR STTJDSRTS OP PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Maintained in Fifteen States— Montana a,nd Miss­issippi Show Well-Developed Types-—No Charge for Lodg­ing, and Pupils Pay Only Cost of Board— Recognized by Some Legislatures.
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By Edith A# Lathrop.
Specialist in Education-Bureau of Education- Bepartment of the Interior.
Stained-glass windows from the studios of Louis Tiffany, tapestry-hung walls, massive doors of rich mahogany, floors of polished hardwood. All that in a dormitory for girl pupils of a public high schoolI The house was not built for the girls, to be sure, but they enjoy it, nevertheless, even though the furnishings are not wholly in keeping with the ele­gance of the house itself.
The house was the property of a Montana mining magnate who lost his fortune, as Montana mining mag­nates sometimes do ; and his sumptuous home at Deer Lodge came into the possession of the Powell County school board upon payment of the sum of $16,000, a very small portion of its original cost. Vfithout doubt it is the most elegant public-school dormitory in the United States.
The school with which it is connected serves a big Montana county, the population of which is very sparse. Roads are bad through half the year, but even if they were all like city streets the distances are so great and the children so few that daily transportation would be out of the çLuestion.
The only means of furnishing high-school edu­cation to many of the children of the county, there­fore, is to provide a way for them to live near the school. And that is what the school board of Powell County did* They bought the handsome house with its grounds and appurtenances in 1919, supplied it with suitable furniture, employed the wife of the high- school principal as matron, and invited the children from the ranches to come. lîo charge whatever is made for lodging, but food is expensive in Montana and the children pay $25 a month for board.
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Boys as well as girls wore housed, in the man­sion for the first year, hut after that the number so increased that another dwelling was rented for the hoys. The principal and his wife have a room in the girls* house and exercise parental supervis­
ion over both houses, but two of the teachers live with the boys and exercise a restraining influence 
over them. Twenty-six girls and 20 boys can be accommodated in the two dormitories and about four- 
fifths of that number are there now.
A. garden of 4 acres supplies vegetables for the 
table, three cows and a flock of chickens contribute their part toward the well-being of the family, and two pigs are consuming all the swill the house af­fords in order that they may add their contribution 
next fall.
The house was not q_uite self-supporting last year, 
but the deficit was only $175. The charge for board was $20 a month then, but $5 a month was added to the charge at the beginning of the present school year.
The dormitory idea for rural high schools has a firm hold in Montana, and 23 schools of the State are provided with them. ETone of the others is as sumptdous as the one at Beer lodge, but all of them are comfortable and sufficient. In most cases the buildings used were intended originally for other purposes, but they have been so altered as to serve the new purpose acceptably. Some of the dormitories were built especially for that purpose, and they are 
excellent in every respect— as good as college dorm­itories usually are.
Reprint from School Life. (Official Publication of the Bureau of Educationj peDruary 1, 1921.
DORMITORIES
As early as 1744, Benjamin Franklin proposed the establishment of an academy in Philadelphia, which should provide for boarding its students but a histor­ical sketch of Bummer Academy, Massachusetts, founded in 1763 is authority for the fact there probably was
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established the first dormitory which provided "board and room for its pupils: f2). As the highschools of today replaced the academies this fea­ture gradually disappeared. In some of the states however the academies continued to receive state support, as in Llaine, where there remain more than 50 academies receiving state aid, and where there are 12 such academies that have dormitories. In Maryland there are three such academies with dorm­itories and at Delhi ÎT.Y., Delaware Academy has been assimilated by the public schools, and the use of the dormitory has been continued for the use of the non-resident students. The land grant colleges of the southern states established by act of con­gress for the negroes, are more nearly of secondary grade than of collegiate rank, and all of these have dormitories. In 1889 the legislature of Alabama, established a branch agricultural exp ar­ment station, and branch agricultural schools in north Alabama, and other acta of the legislature brought into existence 10 other schools of the same type, of which three still have the dormitory in connection.
In 1919 the legislature changed the designation of these schools to State secondary agricultural schools, since vrtiich time a great many of the states have established dormitories in connection with the county agricultural schools, and there has been a general tendency to establish dormitories in sparse­ly settled communities, and where the problem of transportation is difficult. It has seemed the best way to provide high-school education for those who live so far away as to make transportation difficult or impossible. This movement has included not only the county high schools of various types, but also the district high schools where similar difficulties exist. The movement has been especially notable in Montana, but California, Colorado, Hebnaska, ^evada, and West Virginia, have established dormitories under authority of law for the accommodation of pupils wish­ing to attend high school. In Montana in 1922, there were 18 such dormitories under district control, and 7 which served the county high schools.
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Ehô Nineteenth. Biennial Report of the Superin­
tendent of Puhlic Instruction of Montana, p. 73 re­
cites :
"In order to provide accommodations for children 
from great distances, thirteen school districts, and six county high schools maintain dormitories.The largest Is at Thompson Falls, where 47 boys and 46 girls are housed* Moat of these dormitories, are well established institutions which have been 
efficiently managed for several years.— —---------—
"Caring for students from long distances sys­
tematically supervised dormitories, has been found superior to have then board independently of the school, where frequently their out—of-school hours and other activities receive no supervision."
Of the schools reporting, the following main­tained dormitories and specified whether they were self supporting or not.
Table II. 1927Rame of School Dormitory? Self supporting ?
Beaverhead County Rot in use. Yes. Last year.Carter " Yes Yes.Fergus " yes Rot in use.Jefferson " yes Yes.Powell " yes RoTeton " yes Yes
Ro reason was assigned for discontinuing use of the dormitories of Beaverhead and Fergus Counties, but the probable reason is that there were not enough students from the rual sections to malce the insti­
tutions self supportion, though it would seem that a moderate deficit in operating expenses might well be made up by the board of trustees out of the funds 
of the schools represented. This liberal policy has been followed by Powell County high school for a number of years.
These dormitories are under the direct super­vision of the principal of the high school in every
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Instanoo, and are conducted "by competent matrons, who have had extended experience in their manage­ment.
Table Uo. XII. Percentage of Enrollment
game of School Rural Enrollment Urban Enrollment
Broadwater County 62 38Beaverhead » 15 85Carter tr 42.7 57.3Custer It 30 70Dawson tt 37 63Fergus It 33.4 66.6Flathead ft 35 65Granite It 5 95Jefferson . tt 20 80Park tt 34 66Powell tr 25 75Sweet Grass » 40 60Teton It 70 30
Inspection off the above table would indicate that the percentage of rural enrollment has noth*- ing to do with the establishment and maintenance of dormitories, for Broadwater County with 62^ rural enrollment has no dormitory. ’JThile Jeffer­son County with 20^ rural enrollment has a dormi­tory. Evidently the attitude of the county high school boards is a factor , and the availability of home accommodatioha in the towns is sufficient, and satisfactory for the needs of the schools in which no dormitori« are, or where use has been 
discontinued.
Ko doubt transportation is a factor for on­ly two schools, Broadwater and Fergus, transport pupils from adjacent territoj^, and Broadwater has a rural enrollment of 6 2 ^  while Fergus with a rural enrollment of 33.4^ has discontinued its dormitory, and they are the only schools to which pupils are conveyed from adjacent territory.
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CHAPTER J Y
Extra-Ciirrloular Activities in Montajaa County 
High. Schools.
*»The social life of the school in the form of 
clubs » athletics and other types of extra—class room activities, should be so organized and control­led as t o ’contribute to the achievement of def­
inite and worthy social ends.
The contributions which the school can make through these agencies to the training of its pup­ils will depend almost wholly upon the quality of the aims and the degree in which they are under­stood, and made effective throughout the school."' *
Extra-Curricular Activities.
In considering the extra-curricular activities 
of the schools studied it seemed best to arrange the schools into three groups, and for this reason the schools were arranged as follows :
Schools havring 400 to 700 in the first class, those having more than ECO and less than 300 in the second class; and those having less than SOO in the third class. This resulted in the following 
order.
Table XIIX. ,
School G-roun One Croup Two Group ThreeËnrol- ! Slnroll- Enroll-Iment Clubs ment Clubs ment Clubs
Fergus County 701 4
Flathead County 650 14Cus ter " 475 4Park " 41£ 3
Johnson. Franklin W . Administration & Supervision" 
of the High School, p.17.
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Table XIII - Cont»'a.
School G-roup One G-roup Two Groiio Threeiiinroll- Enroll- ünroll-ment Clubs ment Clubs ment Clubs
Carbon County 275 2Dawson County 269 2Beaverhead " 237 5Powell County 235 4T3“Sweet Crass 175 5Teton " 105 0Cranite " 101 iCarter 97 0Broadwater ** 90 2J efferson ^ 58 0
— sr
There is apparently no relation here between enrollment ̂ and the number of clubs maintained*
Extra-Curricular Activities in Montana County 
H i ^  Schools*
All of the county high schools studied support some form of athletics, and most of the schools are doing some work in Physical Education* It is prob­able that a majority of the students enrolled par­ticipate in the athletics as the teams must be or­ganized from material that has been developed through several years of training. This means that boys and girls too, who never make the team have been set­ting a pace in athletics, that has "malee it possible for their school mates and class mates to oualify for the teams that represent the school in various ways. If we add to this form of training, the formal gymnasium work that is being generally reouired in all except the smallest school it will be evident that the Physical Education activities enroll the largest number of students* Music is undoubtedly next, then English and Dramatic clubs and so on. In many schools these activities are regarded as a part of the regu­lar work, and have regular hours given in the daily
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program for their meetings; moreover they are care­fully supervised and directed so that they accom­plish work that is really of value, and definite credit is assigned for the work so done. They are generally sponsored by teachers whose major in­
terest lies in the field of that activity, and where this is true, the best results are noted.
Then there is of course the regular class organ­ization, which exists In all the classes, and af­
fords valuable training to the future citizen in the organization and conduct of deliberative as­
semblies. TThere the class meetings are conducted on parliamentary lines, as they ought always to 
be, the training derived is generally of real value in future civic relationships. The number* of clubs listed below, will indicate the character, and number of such organization in the various schools listed.
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It Is apparent from the list of activities a- 
"bove noted that there are four well represented in nearly all the schools, namely. Home Economics and Agriculture, Dramatics, and Debating, or Senate 
as listed* Two of these. Home Economics and Agri­culture, receive a definite stimulus, from the fact 
that they exist in schools which receive Federal aid in promoting the regular work in these sub­jects ; they are Smith—Hughes schools, and it Is ex­pected that these clubs shall be promoted as a means of added interest in the vocational courses offered under the Smith-Hughes Daw * Aside from their local values the clubs in debating, and dra­matics, are stimulated by the Interscholastio de­bating that is promoted by the State University^ and the newer stimulation that has come from the little Theatre and its activities in promoting a larger interest in dramatic art, both in the pro­duction of plays by secondary students, and in the writing of one act plays in particular, by students in the secondary schools of the state.
It would seem that in three of the schools, the value of extra-curricular activities is not recognized, or conditions are such as to render work of this sort undesirable, or perhaps there is an indiffer­ence due to other activities of a local or community 
character, which render such activities needless.
Ho investigation of these reasons was attempted.
English Activities in Montana County High Schools.
English activities in Montana county high schools find expression in debate work, dramatic clubs, Eng­lish clubs, the school paper, and the school annual.Ten of the schools studied have a school paper, and six publish an ’’annixal*' which is put out under the auspices of the.Senior Class. The titles of some of 
the papers are as follows : Beaver, Old Baldy, SignalButte, Gateway, Jeffersonian. Geyser, and Sheep Her­der. The Flathead county high school publishes two weeklies, The Flathead Arrow, a student publication, giving all the school news, and the Flathead Messen­ger, a faculty publication, designed for circulation
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in the rusai oommunitlea to aatabliah contaots with the farmers especially, and keep them informed on all matters relating to their interests* This is extension of the courses in Vocational Agriculture maintained by the school under the requirements of the Smith-Hughes Law.
Social Activities
Social activities have an important place in the work of every school and there is a tendency in some communities to discount the value of such act­ivities, as having any definite social value.
In other places there may be undue emphasis placed on this phase of school life, with the result that the more serious purpose of school life is in a measure disregarded, and pupils become more con­cerned with having a good time, than in making the most of the golden opportunities placed before them. Yet it is a fact that the school which contributes largely to the social welfare of the students, is doing much to keep them in school. It is affording them development in meeting people; in gaining poise and address, and in gaining some of the refinements that come from meeting people in a social way* The planning of social affairs, and the financing of them is a source of important training, and when these affairs are rightly carried out, so that every guest is afforded an opportunity for enjoying him­self, there is opportunity for the sponsor and the group that is doing the entertaining, to exercise some of the refinements of social practice, that are 30 important in everyday life*
Good manners, and a proper knowledge of social forms is one of the best adjuncts to success in after life and the schools may well concern themselves with the development of their pupils along these lines*A well conceived, and properly carried out plan of social procedure should be a part of every school*̂8 program of activities. This work should be largely directed, but as much responsibility should be placed on the students themselves as is possible.
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Xn addition to the d u t  aotivitles noted else­where, all the schools in this study are doing work along this line. At the social dances noted "below, provision is always made for those who do not dance, "by providing games and other forms of recreation.
Table XT.
School
Strictly School Direction OfSocial Dances a. Principal b.Class Ad-
Per Year. viser
Beaverhead Co . 4 Social Committee
Broadwater It 6—3 yes yes
Carbon ft 4 yes yesCarter It 5-6 yes noCuster TT 6 no yesDawson ft 4-6 no yesFergus ft 5-10 no yeaFlathead ft 6 yes noGranite ft 3 yes yesJefferson ft 4 yes yesPark ft 10 yes yesPowell ft 4 no yesSweet Grass ft 4 yes yesTeton ft Z yes yes
Xt is evident from the above table that there is no uniformity of practice in the number of dances held, nor is there uniformity in the handling of these affairs. In two cases the principal is the director; in four schools the class adviser is responsible; in 
nine schools, both principal and class adviser are in charge and in one school, the matter is in the hands of a Social Committee, which represents the faculty and the student body. This is perhaps the best meth­od of securing the fullest cooperation.
Musical Activities in the County High Schools.
The musical activities of the county high schools, include the work of Glee Club, Chorus, and band, and nearly all high schools studied have come to regard an
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Orohestra as an essential part of the school organ­ization.
In larger schools in other states it is the practice to make up the personnel of boy's and girl's glee clubs from the membership of the advanced chor­us classes, and this practice is followed to a de­gree in selecting the glee clubs in Montana county high schools. The promotion of a state music meet which has now become a fixed annual event, has per­haps done more to stimulate interest in this line than any other one influence. Orchestras and bands have also been stimulated to a degree by this means. It is of course easier for the small schools to or­ganize and conduct glee clubs, than to promote the organization of bands. But once community interest is aroused, even small communities will give support to a program, which calls for a high school band. Inspection of the table given herewith will show that hearly all of the schools have some form of musical activity, and wherever schools have once promoted such activities, there is no retrogression. Glee clubs and orchestras, and choruses render a distinc­tive social service in the school, and in the commun­ity, and are a powerful influence in the welfare of the schools. The orchestra contributes to the as­sembly activities, to the chorus work, dramatic per­formances, pageants, and festivals, here boys and girls have membership, while it is generally true that bands are made up of boys only. One of the best means of bringing the school and the community in touch with each other is by means of the glee clubs, the orchestra, and the band. In these days when so much is being said of publicity as a means of school support, it is evident that no better means of awak­ening community pride in itsachools, exists than through the activities of its musical organizations.
Tarious commercial, and semi-commercial bodies, seeking to advance the best interests of their town or community, make a practice of inviting the musical organizations of the schools to perform for them at their luncheons, and at other functions of a semi- publio nature.
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Tiil3  not only gives the young people a chance ta show their ability, but it gives them needecL ex­perience in appearing in public which is in itself distinctly educative, and that to a high degree.It gives them a higher appreciation of their re­lation to the welfare of the community, and is dis­tinctively a valuable training in citizenship. A  
group of people assembled in a hall, remains a group, until some unifying force welds their sym­pathies , and then the group becomes a unit. Vfhat 
more potent force than the power of musicÎ
"Table XVI.
School
Beaverhead Co .
GirlsGlee
26
Membership 
Boys 01ee
O
Chorus
c  ■
0
Orches­tra
14 12
Band
28Broadwater IT 15 15 15 0 0 0Carbon IT 15 0 27 4 3 0Carter IT 0 0 0 0 0 13Custer IT 22 9 0 15 6 37Dawson IT 16 14= 0 20 22 36Fergus IT 30 23 0 16 0 13Flathead IT 25 0 25 20 30 35Granite It 30 0 0 0 0 0Jefferson It 0 O 0 0 0 0Park. It 16 16 45 14 9 OPowell It 22 0 0 14 4 16Sweet Grass tt 30 12 0 5 5 0Teton It O 40 70 6 10 0
It will be noted from the above table that none of the schools represented was without some form of musical activity; eleven maintained Girls glee clubs; six maintained Boys» glee clubs; five maintained chor­
uses; ten maintained orchestras, and seven maintained bands. This is a creditable showing.
The County High School As A  Community Center.
With a view to learning what is being done in the way of contributing to the social life of the com­munities where they exist, the (Questions ;
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"Is your school a community center?" and,"What Social Center activities have you promoted this year?" were included as part of the question­naire.
To the first of these questions, six schools replied "ITo", seven replied "Yes," and one answered with the rather amhiguous word, "Somewhat."
The following are some of the activities pro­moted.
"Agriculture meetings, and parties."
"Dramatics-lectures, dances, athletic contests, nothing like a parent-teachers association, however.
"lyoeum course. Music Festival, Boy^s Vfeek pro­gram . "
"High Grirls Club-Agriculture Club-Dramatic Club." "Farm Week".
"A number of farm organization meetings."
"State Music Meet."
"Evening class in Home Economics."
"Lectures. Woman*“3 Club meetings."
"School used for various community purposes.Have promoted a town basket ball team for men, and an­
other for women."
The above statements show that there is a con­siderable variety to the program of activities offer­ed as communityactivities. There is perhaps no very great demand for the use of the school as a com­munity center in most of the towns where they are sit­uated, but it would seem that there has been no marked effort to promote the wider use of the school build­
ings.
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Thla is not perhaps to he expected, where the population is relatively sparse, hut considering what is heing done in other states, it would seem 
that either the social spirit of the average lÆontana community is not what it was years ago, or the people have not come to realize the value of their schools as an asset in promoting community welfare, as yet*
Montana is essentially an agricultural state 
as yet, and will no douht continue to he so for an indefinite future period. There is need of fos­tering the spirit of cooperation, in order that the welfare of the farming people may he promoted to the fullest possible extent. Perhaps the time will 
soon come when the state department of education will inaugurate a well conceived scheme for bring­ing the country schools, especially, and the county high schools in the smaller towns, into wider use. Some one must do pioneer work, if the school is to reach every member of the community, that it is 
capable of helping.
Such a program as is suggested above is being promoted by the state department of education, in Washington State, the extent and nature of which is 
indicated below.
In 1913, the legislature passed a law author­izing school districts of the second and third class to provide for the wider use of the school property for community purposes. The "free, comfortable and convenient" use of the school plant is specified to promote and facilitate freq.uent meetings and assoc­iation of the people in discussion* study, improve­ment, recreation, and other community purposes. Au­
thority is given the directors, to aoq.uire, assemble, and house material to be used in disseminating in­formation of use and interest to the farm, the home, and the community; also to acquire the facilities for experiment and study, especially of matter pertaining to the growth of crops, the improving and handling of live stock, marketing of farm products, planning and 
construction of farm buildings, household economics, home industries, good roads and community vocations and industries.
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In addition to these powers the school directors may provide suitable dwellings and accommodations for teachers, supervisors and necessary assistants*
’̂Community center'^ has a broad significance in Washington* It stands for better community action, for social harmony, better business cooper­ation and for better schools*
The community center purpose is to utilize the intelligence of every community; to bring it to a common focus in community gatherings at the school house; to direct the attention of men and women in the community to their needs and the needs of the school and by interchanging ideas to find ways of meeting these needs.
Community interest and control should center in the school house, all essential, recreational, social and educational activities of the community*
Here the children of the community meet for games, play and social recreation* Here the older people come for social intercourse and the neigh­borly exchange of ideas on public g_uestions*
The barriers of creed, partisanship, and social exclusiveness have been broken down, social feuds have largely disappeared and the people of the communities are thinking, acting and working to­gether for the common good* Below are enumerated some activities*
Patriotic meetings, parent-teacher meetings, general programs, basket socials, literary societies, community picnics, citizens noonday luncheons, spel­ling and declamatory contests, community singing, public addresses, moving picture entertainments, chautauq.ua programs, pie socials, community dances, school exhibitions, musical and declamatory contests, school fairs, tree plantings, community clean-up pro­grams, community dinners, community Christmas tree, pageants, district faifs, community days, special days.
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’<7ider Usa in other States.
Xn states where the uses of school property are not definitely set forth in the school laws, the tendency in conservative communities has been to re­strict use narrowly, though often there are excep­
tions, whereby common consent, wider use has pre­
vailed*
The Supreme Gourt of Illinois has held con­stitutional the use of schoolhouses for literary, religious and other uses. In Indiana and Iowa, statutes permitting wider use have been upheld, but the Supreme Court of Kansas and that of Pennsylvania, maintain that in the absence of specific authority granted by statute, no school board may permit school buildings to be used for other than strictly school 
purposes.
In Vermont, school buildings may be used in­cidentally for purposes having no relation to the schools. Rhode Island Supreme Court handed down the following decision:
"Our school system, with all the intellectual 
and material means for instruction, provided by it, was designed to promote public education, and any use of school property tending to this end which does not interfere with the regular schools, may be per­mitted by the trustees of a school district as with­in the spirit of their trust."
There is considerable variation of opinion on the use of school houses for religious meetings. The Supreme Court of South Carolina declared: "Courtsin a Christian land, cannot be supposed to take judicial notice, that holding a preaching service in 
a school house when not required for a public school purpose is not a breach of the condition in the deed that the site shall be used for a public school house.
In Indiana and Illinois the courts have sustained statutes authorizing the use of school property for religious exercises.
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In other states as in Kansas, no such use may he per­mitted unless specifically authorized hy statute.* The courts ruling, that holding religious exercises is altogether foreign to the function of a public school board.
In the use of school buildings for social, fra­ternal and political meetings there is also much diirersity of opinion. Under the statute permitting the use of school buildings for public assemblies, the Supreme Court of Ilebraska sustained a rule per­mitting dancing by school children. In California dancing is permitted under a statute vfhich author­izes the use of school buildings for recreational 
activities.
Montana.
Ko mention of "wider use" occurs in the school laws of Montana except as to the establishment of night school, teacherages, and dormitories, but with commendable broad mindedness, trustees have generally granted the use of school buildings where the welfare of the many is subserved.
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CHâPTER T.
Vocational anl Health Education In Montana 
County High Schools.
"The Vfar Tarought us some definite Information 
about our education.
"The Army test of illiteracy was based on the ability to reas as well as children of the second 
grade, and twenty five per cent of our would-be soldiers *flunked* the test. We cannot get away by attributing our Illiteracy to the negroes, be­cause Camp Deven In Massachusetts showed ZZfoi nor can we attribute It to foreigners, because there were seven hundred thousand Illiterates In the first draft. The chief of the Amerlcanlzn.tlon Bureau estimates that there are three and a half million native-born adults who cannot read any 
language.
"Also It is worth while to glance at the phy­sical . condition of our people. More than one third of the country*s best manhood, between the ages of twenty one and thirty one was disqualified because of physical defects; and another large percentage was later rejected for the same reason. One fourth of all college boys were rejected— it would appear that shouting at football games does not constitute the whole of physical, training. A committee on health problems, of the national Council of Education, estimates that three fourths of our twenty five million school children are suf­fering from physical defects; the professor of physical, education at Colubmla University tells us that S5^ of our children are underfed, while from 50^ to 75^ have defective teeth." *
Vocational Education In Montana County High Schools
The Influence of the Smith—Hughes Law, is not —
* Sinclair, Upton-The Goslings, pp. 371-372.
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iû. "the schools of Montana* IHiQ need, and value of vocational training is being recognized as an es­sential part of the educational program*
Not alone in Smith-Hughes work, but in Home Ec­onomics, Teaching and in Commercial lines is this fact being emphasized* There are some of the smal­ler schools which still »sticfc* to the traditional courses which prepare for college, and strangely enough these schools are located in sections where the predominating interest is that of Agriculture* Several of these schools had vocational courses, but when retrenchment in school expenses became im­perative, the first work to suffer was that of vo­cational type. It seemed easier to * throw out* business and home making courses than to reduce the number of academic courses offered and save those courses that were of vocational character. Feder­al aid has been the only means of keeping this work going in some of the schools, for in many instances local pride forbade the abandonment of such courses when once they were established.
Vocational courses offered may be conveniently grouped under four headings; the Home making courses, which include sewing and cooking, the Normal Train­ing courses which as the subjoined tables indicate are well patronized wherever they have been establish­ed* The vocational courses for boys, which include Vocational Agriculture, shopwork, mechanical drawing. Manual training. Industrial Arts, and auto mechanics; and finally the commercial courses which are open to 
both boys and girls *
Table XVII. Enrollment.
School Home-making Courses Normal TrainingSewing Cooking TeacHTngB aBeaverhead Co. 28 9 0Broadwater * * 0  0 0Carbon " 0  0 0
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arable XVTI - Cont^d.* Enrollment
School Home-making Courses normal TrainingSewing Cooking TeachingB a
Carter Co. 0 0 0Custer ** 13 2 18 67
Dawson 0 0 0Fergus 41 24Flathead " 66 46 103
Granite " 0 0 0J^efferson*^ 0 0 0Missoula " 0 O 0
Parle. " 52 14 56Powell ” 55 51 0Sweet Grass 60 60 0 # Half year
Teton 27# 23# 23 Courses.
# Half year courses*
Table ZTIIl m Enrollment In TTooatlonal Courses forboys.Agrl- Shop Me oh* Man. Arts In- AutoSchool culture Work Draw. Tr. dustrial Me oh.
Beaverhead *Go * 31 36 9 0 21 3Broadwater IT 0 0 4 0 0 0Carbon It 22 22 17 0 0 17Carter It 0 0 0 0 o 0Custer It 36 20 O 0 0 0Dawson tr 0 0 0 0 0 0Fergus It 2S 7d 11 74 0 0Flathead It 52 35 IS 20 0 0Granite It 0 0 11 0 0 0J'efferson It 0 0 2 9 0 0Park It 20 0 63 26 0 oPowell It 23 12 0 0 0 0Sweet Grass It 20 20 0 5 0 0Teton It 23 0 0 13 0 0Missoula It # 50 826 50 0 0"F Agriculture to be introauoea iv^7-iv%ü 
@  OTwo girls enrolled in this course
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According to Tatla No.30, in the Nineteenth Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of Montana^ the following schools re­ceived Federal and State funds for carrying on their work in "Vocational Agriculture.
Table XIX.
Enrollment inSchool Agriculture Federal 19£5 - 19£6 Funds StateFunds Total
Beaverhead Co 56 $1,075.00 $154.15 $1,S£9,.15Custer jt 36 1,075.00 154.15 1,££9,.15Fergus IT 38 1,164.77 154.15 1,313,.9£Flathead Tt 59 1,100.00 309.15 1,409 .15Powell It £6 1,064.77 154.15 1,£18 .9£Sweet Crass 1» 3£ 1.0£7.90 500.00 1,5£7 .90
Totals £47 $6,507.34 1,4£5.75 $7,933 .19
Practical shop work in the repair of farm eg.uip- ment is req.uired as a part of the Smith-Hughes pro- grcjtt. Certain requirements as to equipment and inst­ruction must be met in order to participate in Smith- Hughes funds, and while there are many schools which are seeking to get on the list of institutions partic­ipating, not all the county high schools have met the requirements, as a comparison of the tables above 
given will show.
Besides the funds available for Vocational Agri­culture, Federal funds are available under the Smith- Hughes Law, for Evening Trade and Industrial Schools; for Part-Time Trade and Industrial Schools; for All- Day Trade and industrial Schools; for All-Day Home Ec­onomics Schools, and for Evening Home Economics Schools
In the Part-Time Trade and Industrial Schools; Evening Trade and Industrial Schools ; and in the All— Day Trade and Industrial ochools, no State Funds are used. In the All-Day Home Economics Schools both Fed­eral and State funds are used, but only State Funds are available for Evening Home Economic a Schools, under the Smith-Hughes Law.
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Xn alX schools where Industrial Education and 
Trade education is given local funds must match the 
Federal Funds.
Custer, Dawson, and Park County high schools re­
ceive reimbursement for Evening Trade and Industrial courses maintained. Custer, Fergus, and Flathead County high schools receive reimbursement for Part- Time Trade and Industrial schools; Beaverhead and Custer are reimbursed for All-Day Trade and Indus­
trial schools; Custer and Sweet Grass county high schools, receive both Federal and State aid in All- Day Home Economics schools, and Beaverhead, Custer, and Flathead county high schools receive state funds for reimbursement for Evening Hgme Economics Schools.
The part time and evening schools are designed to benefit adults and no day school pupils are ad­
mitted to these classes.
Commercial Education In The County High Schools.
All of the schools included in this study are giving courses in commercial or business training. Bookkeeping, Typing, Shorthand, and Business Arith­metic are the principal courses offered. No attempt has been made to compare the enrollments in the var­ious schools studied because about half of the schools reporting failed to report the enrollment of boys and girls separately, as req.uested in the questionnaire. An examination of the figures re­ported, where separate returns were given for boys and for girls, would indicate that the proportion of students in these courses is largely girls, the proportion being about 3 boys to five girls. Since no previous study has been made on this subject, there are no figures available which would indicate 
whether this proportion has varied in the past, and it is not possible to predict anything of the future 
enrollment in these courses by way of comparison.
In the larger towns where courses in business training are offered in the county high schools, the graduates in such courses are absorbed into the busi­ness life of the community, or get into commercial
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fields elsewhere* Most of the graduates of the oom- mercial courses in Powell County High School find employment In the offices of the Chicago, Milwaukee and Puget Sound Railway, at Deer Lodge, and a large number are employed In the office of the Master Me­chanic of the railway shops located there. V/here standards of high efficiency are demanded of grad­uates in such courses, they render satisfactory ser­vice wherever employed, and there Is a willingness on the part of employers to accept such graduates on a par with the product of the business colleges.
Statistics gathered from the fourteen schools in this study, indicate that the Commercial courses have the largest enrollment of any of the Vocation­al courses offered. V/hether all the graduates of these courses. In the schools represented go dir­ectly Into commercial fields is not known. Nor Is It known what the percentage of mortality Is among graduates of such courses. In the commercial field. It Is doubtful if any of the schools keep a reg­ister showing where the graduates of such courses are located. It is unlikely that accurate returns could be obtained for a study of what becomes of 
these graduates.
It Is Interesting to note that there Is a dis­position to recognize the great Importance of com­mercial training, regardless of whether the product of such training can or cannot be absorbed Into the business life of the communities represented.
Health Education In The County High Schools.
The problem of health education In the high school Is one of the most serious which the Insti­
tution must meet.
The relation of good health, and sanitary sur­roundings to the welfare and progress of pupils In high school Is so Important that It would bd well if high school teachers could realize how Important it is, and how Intimately related to the progress of their pupils. It is really so fundamental, that it Is remarkable that more attention Is not paid to securing the best possible working conditions for
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both teachers and pupils.
Most of the high schools considered in this study, are doing something along the lines of Health Edu­cation, but there is no eiridence that the problem has 
received the attention that is its due.
In two schools home nursing courses are being 
given, but it is evident that here the instruction is limited to those who are enrolled for the course » and little has been done to reach the major number of the students. In one school health posters are used to some extent, and the school nurse makes exam­
inations and suggestions.
In another school talks are given at intervals by doctors and nurses. In another physical training is required of all students for one year, and lec­tures are given in physical education classes. In another school, one of the larger ones, two classes in Physical Education are conducted, and special stress is laid on health and sanitation in the course in Biology. Another school, one of the larger in three of the larger ones, no return was made, which might indicate that no courses of such nature are given, or that the courses are considered of little importance, or perhaps no work, except of an incidental nature 
being done along this line. In one school physical training is req^uired of both boys and girls ; in an­other physical training Sir Freshman girls, and good 
athletics for boys. One school confines instruction to special classes; another uses slides and motion pictures with explanatory lectures, but how often these are used is not stated. Another school does 
its work through the medium of gymnasium classes, and one confines instruction to "oaring for health", with no special course, which would indicate that 
the subject is either not taught at all, or instruc­tion is merely incidental to the general routine of the school.
In most of the schools some form of athletic sport is maintained and in many of them several are of such sort that the girls as well as the boys may participate. The general tendency seems to be, that
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formal instruction is not given, ani such training as is given is confined to those who are engaged in the athletic activities. It is evident that since all the schools studied have gymnasiums of some sort, more should be done in the way of health edu­cation than is being attempted at the present time.
mable XX*
School "ï’ootball Basketball Track Baseball Tennis Tîirls Bskt,
Beaverhead Co * Yes Yes Yes Yes Ho YesBroadwater It Ho Yes Yes Ho Yea YesCarbon Tt Ho Yes Yes Ho Ho HoCarter Tt Yes Yea Yes Ho HO YesCuster It Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes YesDawson It Yes Yes Yea Yes Ho HoFergus IT Yes Yes Yes Yes Yea YesFlathead TT Yes Yes Yes Ho Ho HoGranite TT Yes Yes Yea Ho Ho YesJefferson TT Ho Yes Yea Ho Ho YesPark It Yea Yes Yes Ho Ho HoPowell Tt Yes Yes Yes Ho Ho HoSweet Grass Tt Yes Yes Yes Ho Ho YesTeton Tt Yes Yea Ho Ho HO Yes
It appears from the above tabulation that eleven high schools maintained football; all maintained basketball for the boys; all but Teton supported a track team; four maintained b&seball; three maintained tennis and nine maintained girls basketball* It would seem that interscholastio sports are sufficient­ly represented, while intra-mural sports have not re­ceived the attention to which they are entitled. It is also evident that while athletic activities are perhaps adeq.uate to the needs of the schools, health education which involves gymnasium training, is not receiving that attention which is its due.
Teaching Combinations in the curriculums of the County High Schools of Montana, as shown in T!on- tana Educational Directory-1926-27, Published by the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Helena, Montana, IIov, 1926*
An examination of the combination of subjects
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taught hy teaohera In the nineteen county high schools in Montana indicates that teachers are req.ulred to teach a considerable variety of sub­
jects , and that the smaller the school^ the great­er the variety of combination- The combinations are however, q.uite well related in the majority of instances-
The figures following the combinations indi­cate the number of times the combinations occur; if the combination occurs more than once-
Agriculture and Mechanical Drawing- 2 
English and Public Speaking- 7English and G-ymnasium.Gymnasium-Athletics—Ivlathema tics-Science- 
History-Iiibrary.History-Manual Training—Mechanical Drawing-Sociology-latln and French.Economic3-Manual Training-Mechanical Drawing-Sooiology-
English-History-Spanish.History-Latin-Muslc. Mathematics-Soienoe-Athletics , Commerolal-Athletlos- 2Eccnomica-Hlstory-Sociology- Mathematlcs-Citizenshlp.English-^Latin—Public Speaking. Reviews-Journallam.Gommcrclal-Solenoe.
Economics-Klstory-Music.English-Scienoe- In 11 n-ll b r ar*y-
Latln-MSthematlos. 2English-Latin ̂ 2Engllsh-Muslo. 2
History -Fr snoh-Spanl a h- Home Eoonomlos-Engllah. 
Mathematlcs-Science-Athletloa- Hlatory and Sociology. 2
Engl 1 ah -HI a t or y-Publ 1 c Speaklng-Sociology . English-Library.Engl 1 a h-Fr ench .History-Latln.
H1a tory-Sc1enc e . 2
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Ms.'tiidmatt 103—Gymnaa lum #.
Agriculture-Solenoe.Art-English*
Economisa—History—Scleneio-Sooiology. E
History-Publio Speaking*Home Economies-Soience*Manual Training-Mechanical Drawing-Music.
Gymnaaium-Athletica* EFrench-Music*
Commeroial-Muaic* EManual Training-Mechanical Drawing* ES o ienca-AthX etics*Economies-Hi story-Sociology-Athletics *French-Hiatory-Gle e Club• Economioa-History-Soclology-Latin*Commercial-Economics-History-Athletics* Sngliah^Latin-Spaniah *History-Home Economics*Manual Training-Athletics*Commercial-Athletics. SCommercial-Public Speaking*Frenoh-Spanish*Manual Training-Mechanical Drawing* Mathematics-Scienoe*Economics—Mathematics-Athletios*Engl i ah-Span i ah ̂ u s  1 c *Engliah-Mathematica*Hi atory-Gymnaaium.Hiatory-Mathematics*
Agrioulture-Manual Training.Hia tory-Musi o.Latin-Frenoh-Gymnasium*Soience-Athleties-Gymnaaium. Agriculture-Manual Training-Gymnaaium*
Latin-French*Mathematlos-Athletics*Commercial-Eoonomioa*English-Library-Mua1o-Publle Speaking.Hia tory-Latin-Mathematica.Hlstory-Home Economiea-Soience*
His tory appears in El combinations ; English in 16 combinations; Science in IE; Mathematics in 11, and. Latin in 11» from which it would appear that instructors in History are called upon to make more
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ooral^lnatlonsr In the tr teaehlna^ than any other, with Züigllah Instructors a close second»
So account la taken here of teachers who gi,Te their whole time to teaching a,single subjest» 
as for example a teacher who teaches English ez-̂  
oluslvely* Xt would seem that there la a suffic­ient variety of subjects In the curriculums to 
meet the needs of almost any pupil*
Xn conclusion It may be said that there Is evidence that much remains to be done in the smal­
ler high schoolsr In the promotion of health educ­ation; In the Increase of extra-curricular act­
ivities ; In making wider use of the school plant as a social center; and In developing the vocational phases of high school education*
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